Abstract: Test sequence generation through code is mainly done by using some sort of a flow graph viz. Control Flow Graph (CFG), Concurrent Control Flow Graph (CCFG), event Graph etc. approaches that use UmL also need flow graph as an intermediate representation for final test sequence generation. In the present approach, a Flow Graph for a new concept i.e. Java7 Fork/Join is constructed and hence, by traversing the graph, test sequences are generated on the basis of all path and all node coverage criteria considering interference dependence. Further, interference dependencies are also represented in the form of a directed graph to aid the analysis of Java7 fork/join programs.
InTroDUcTIon
Today, in the world of multi-core processors, there are several ways to utilize their powers. One of them is to employ the new Java7 Fork/Join (2013). The package for Java7 Fork/Join is 'java.util.concurrent'. The Java7 Fork/Join works on 'Work-Stealing algorithm' i.e. whenever some threads don't have anything to do, they can steal work from other busy threads. The class 'java. util.concurrent.ForkJoinpool' uses this algorithm and can execute various 'java.util.concurrent.ForkJoinTask' processes at the same time (2013) . To use the Java7 Fork/Join utility, the code to be executed in parallel must be written in the compute() method as shown in the Figure 1 .
a basic block is a sequence of instructions executed one after the other having one entry and one exit point. Control Flow Graph is a directed graph in which the nodes represent the basic blocks and the edges between them show the flow of control (1970) . Java Fork/Join Flow Graph (JFJFG) is a Control Flow Graph for concurrent programs representing the flow of control and the concurrent paths of a Java7 Fork/Join program.
In a sequential program, a statement m is data dependent on statement n, if n defines some variable and node m uses this variable along a controlflow path (2004) . Data Dependence can also be termed as read-after-Write. Interference Dependence is a special type of data dependence between the instructions of a concurrent program. Say, a variable x of any object is written by a thread T 1 at node n and it is read by some other thread, say T 2 at a statement m. In such a case, node m is interference dependent on node n(2004). The compute() method for a Java7 Fork/Join program may be accessed by multiple threads at the same time. So, the read-after-Write in the compute() method are Interference Dependencies.
rElATED WorK
Test case generation can be done by using models or code. In sections 2.1 and 2.2, work related to test case generation from code has been explained. The sections 2.3 and 2.4 describe the related work for generating test cases from UmL models. Section 2.5 explains some adequacy criterion.
Test case Generation using Event Graphs
event Graph is a Control Flow Graph showing a unit of a concurrent program. event Interaction Graph (eIaG) (1995) is a graph that represents the behavior of a concurrent program which has the events and their interactions as the main components. Interactions can be for synchronization, communications or wait. eIaGs depend on the source code. The co-paths (cooperated paths) on eIaG provide the test cases. T. Katayama et al. (1995) generated the copaths automatically. This approach is able to detect unreachable statements and communication errors in testing. Later T. Katayama et al. (1999) used the Interaction Sequence Testing Criteria (ISTC) for generating the copaths. These test cases are able to find out unreachable statements, also 
METHoDoloGY
The methodology used to generate the test sequences for Java7 Fork/Join programs is shown in the Figure 2 . Java7 program, for adding the elements of an array utilizing the Java7 Fork/Join capability, is taken as input. The example program taken as input is shown in the Figure 3 . The value of SEQUENTIAL_ THRESHOLD variable is set to be 5000. If the number of elements to be added are lesser than or equal to 5000, the work is carried out sequentially otherwise the work is divided using fork(). The snapshot showing user interface of implemented prototype tool is shown in the Figure 4 . The implementation is done in 'jdk1.7.0_45'. It contains 3 menus, out of which the 2 menus File and CFG do the main task. File menu lets the user choose the Java7 fork/join file to be given as input, also to save the generated directed graph for the given input program. The menu CFG lets the user to draw the flow graph of the file chosen.
The methodology of the approach presented in the paper is as follows: 
Identifying Interference Dependence
The definitions and then uses of the variables inside the compute() method i.e. for simultaneously executable sections, are treated as interference dependence. The steps for finding the interference dependence are given in the algorithm 1. 
Visualizing Interference Dependence
after identifying interference dependence among the various statements, they are shown in the form of a directed graph for better understanding of the concepts. The algorithm for drawing the directed graph for showing the interference dependence among the statements of the program is given in the algorithm 2. 
Generating Java Fork/Join Flow Graph (JFJFG)
For the program taken as input, the JFJFG is drawn for the compute() method. Call to the fork() method is shown as the call to the parallel tasks which invokes the compute() method for that variable. and call to the compute() after the fork(), invokes the other parallel activity. Whereas call to the join() function returns the value of the thread on which fork() was called. The execution is just like sequential methods up to the call of fork() method and after the call to join() method. The steps for drawing the JFJFG are presented in the algorithm 3. The output of algorithm 3 is shown in Figure 6 presented in the results section. 
Generating Test Sequences
after the Java Fork/Join Flow Graph (JFJFG) has been generated, it is traversed on the basis of all node and all path coverage criteria considering the 
rESUlTS
The outcome of algorithm 3 is a flow graph which we call as Java7 Fork/Join Flow Graph (JFJFG). There is a call to fork() method in statement number 37 of the program. and call to join() method is at statement number 40 of the program. Figure 6 shows the JFJFG. The threshold value is < difference of high and low, causing the 'else' block to execute. If the algorithm finishes the work of fork() first, the order of execution would be like this test sequence. Or the algorithm BFS takes the left child into first consideration.
Test Sequence 3:
Start of compute() method. The threshold value is < difference of high and low, causing the 'else' block to execute. If the algorithm finishes the work of compute() first, the order of execution would be like this test sequence. Or the algorithm BFS takes the right child into first consideration.
conclUSIon
Test Sequences for Java7 Fork/Join program have been generated on the basis of all node and all path coverage criteria considering the interference dependence, in which all the nodes, including the call to fork() and join() have been covered. The problem of test case explosion is avoided in this approach. In future, this work is to be extended for more coverage criteria. also, design phase can be introduced in future for test sequence generation.
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